ACTIVISM AND AUTHENTICITY

AUTHENTIC COMMUNICATIONS
IN A TIME OF ENVIRONMENTAL
URGENCY
Many of the industries that drive economies and meet society’s
needs do not have the public’s confidence on the environment. And
many of the brands that consumers invite into their lives are not
meeting their demands on the environment – and risk being viewed
as inauthentic for claiming that they do.
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upon the planet are here to stay. The public has
clearly stated that companies have a responsibility to solving the great challenge of this generation, whether those companies like it or not.
Expectations are higher than ever. The
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to the promises they communicate and the
values they espouse. There are damaging re-

rise of every-day environmentalism is a fundamental shift in our lives, with concerns about
single-use plastics, modes of transport and reusable products all leading to subtle behavioural shifts and purchasing decisions. Demanding action – and taking it themselves
– has evolved from the realm of activists to
the daily lives of consumers.
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percussions when companies fall into the ‘authenticity gap’ between the messages a company conveys and consumers’ experience of
that organisation. Unsurprisingly, the greater the gap, the greater the problem.
Our research, conducted by our TRUE
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feedback to companies. When supportive,

but broader challenges such as impact upon

important to them, an increase of seven per

these engaged consumers don’t just pur-

the environment and community are too. A

cent over last year. More significant is the

chase products and services; they advocate

company may not be able to solve all issues,

role of business. Protecting the environment

on behalf of brands to family and friends

and not all are relevant to them, but our em-

leapt up a full 20 percentage points amongst

and share content from and about brands

pirically proven model shows that it will be

the issues that consumers expect companies

on social networks.

scrutinised about how it addresses the issues

will address, at 59 per cent of those surveyed.

under its control and avoids communicating

That’s a one-year jump from 17th to third on

about them at its peril.

the list of issues to act upon.

The past seven years have enabled
FleishmanHillard to identify nine drivers of
authenticity, attributes that affect consumers’
perceptions and beliefs about companies and
industries. The three drivers under customer
benefits, reflecting the experience of using a
company’s products and services, define only
47 per cent of the perceptions of that compa-

The environment
imperative and
opportunity

ny. The other half, 53 per cent, is shaped by

The environment ranks behind only
data security and data privacy amongst consumer priorities. At a moment of prominent
populist economic movements, taking a stand
on the environment comes ahead of income
and wage gaps (52 per cent), and ranks far
ahead of important societal issues such as

the six drivers of authenticity under man-

Consumer expectations have intensified and

gender equality (45 per cent) and diversity

agement behaviours and society outcomes.

become more diverse, with no issue surging

(36 per cent).

What does it mean for communica-

more than the environment in recent years.

This new landscape presents tangible

tions leaders? Day-to-day interactions between

In 2019, 79 per cent of consumers said cli-

communications opportunities. Forty-seven

a consumer and a company are important,

mate change and environmental issues are

per cent of respondents want to know more
about how companies are creating solutions
to reduce their climate impact. For businesses doing meaningful things on the environ-
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ment, there are consumers eager and waiting
to hear from them.
79% of consumers said climate change and
environmental issues were important to them
59% expect companies to make a stand on
climate and environmental issues
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The challenge for communicators is that all
sectors are now facing scrutiny on their care
of the environment, not just those that have
historically been under pressure such as energy and extractives.
FleishmanHillard’s Authenticity Gap

Figure 2: Authenticity drivers (full statements)

research queried consumers’ views on 20 diverse sectors, from apparel, online and media

Management behaviours

Customer Benefits

Society Outcomes

–	More committed to doing
the right thing

–	Offering products and
services that are better
value

–	Taking better care of
employees

banking industrials and pharmaceuticals. The

–	Taking better care
of customers

–	Contributing to society
in a way that has a better
impact on my community

icies on the environment are predictably high

–	Innovating new and better
products and services

–	Taking better care of the
environment

–	Having more consistent
and stable
financial and operational
performance
–	Communicating more
frequently and credibly
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services and consumer electronic devices, to
expectation for strong commitments and polfor industries like energy and automotive, but
are also high in areas such as personal care
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“The environment ranks
behind only data
security and
data privacy
amongst
consumer
priorities.”

But across communications, marketing and

impact upon that company’s customers (76

other disciplines, there is also an exciting op-

per cent), products and services (72 per cent)

portunity for companies to position their com-

and employees (76 per cent). Far less impor-

mitments and actions to be more attractive

tance is placed on taking a stand on contro-

to the public. It will take more than corporate

versial issues that influence government policy

social responsibility programmes and mod-

changes (48 per cent) or are important to their

est commitments.

own personal views and beliefs (43 per cent).

Bringing authentic
engagement to life

from the issues that may generate headlines,

Closing the authenticity gap on the environ-

your company and the people it touches. En-

ment requires a bold approach that aligns

vironment is certainly a part of this.

The message to CEOs is clear. Step back
such as the spread of fake news, growth of artificial intelligence and debate about immigration, and focus on the topics that matter to

business decisions with communications

Equally, the message to communica-

strategy. Our framework involves identify-

tions directors is clear. The environment has

ing the problematic authenticity gaps that

surged as an area of concern for consumers,

must be addressed and the areas of latent

many of whom are taking a more discerning

strength with small authenticity gaps. In-

view of the content, information and com-

corporating both of them into communi-

munication that increasingly bombards their

cations programmes reduces risk and helps

lives. Companies that are taking action and

leverage opportunities.

show a positive impact through communi-

To bring communications to life, we rely

cation can close the authenticity gap on the

upon five principles of authentic engagement:

environment. Seizing that opportunity to differentiate themselves will have a tangible im-

1.	Perception is reality: Invest in the attribproducts and food and drink. Of these 20 in-

utes for which you want to be known, mak-

dustries studied, 17 have an authenticity gap

ing sure they matter to your audiences and

between consumer expectations and their ac-

then communicating about them actively.

tual experience regarding care for the environ-

2.	Do what you say: Develop an organisation-

ment. For nine industries, the gap is greater

al culture, structure and ethical standard

than 10 per cent, a sizeable gulf. A large ma-

that aligns brand and reputation to work

jority of the industries that drive economies

as one.

and meet society’s needs simply do not have

3.	Know your audience: To create progress,

the public’s confidence on the environment.

consider the viewpoints of all your audi-

The research also examined 160 in-

ences, and tailor your efforts on environ-

dividual companies from around the world,

4.	Work together: Make brand and reputa-

beloved brands that are part of our lives each

tion on the environment part of every dis-

day. Eighty-four per cent of them, 135 compa-

cipline and everyone’s responsibility, not

nies, showed an authenticity gap on care for

just the purview of communications and

the environment, with an average of nine per

marketing teams and not just an exercise

cent. Again, a large majority of the brands that

for communications and marketing alone.

consumers invite into their lives are not meet-

5.	Measure what matters: Align against spe-

ing their demands on the environment – and

cific business outcomes, creating a clear con-

risk being viewed as inauthentic for claiming

nection between engagement on the envi-

that they do. Communications leaders must

ronment and business performance.

recognise this potential blind spot. Consum-
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ment to them.

including many of the best known and most

ers are questioning all companies, including

.

pact upon their reputation and their business

Our research showed companies must care-

those that may believe they have a strong

fully consider the role of their leadership in

environmental record, support sustainabil-

communications about the environment.

ity initiatives and engage in climate-friend-

Three out of four engaged consumers in the

ly behaviour.

UK expect CEOs to take a stand on issues that
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